Abstract: This paper focuses on the risk decision-making problem in customs targeting, whose major responsibility is to inspect the smuggling goods in import/export declarations. In this problem, the estimated smuggling probabilities of import/export goods, which can be obtained by applying statistical analysis to observations (samples), are needed for accurate inspection decision. A critical presumption for statistical analysis is that the samples are homogeneous or subject to certain distributions. Therefore, clustering techniques are usually employed for preprocessing the samples. However, severe heterogeneity and abnormality exist among the large amount of samples and thus hinder the performance of conventional clustering methods for preprocessing. To deal with this problem, a dynamic K-means clustering method is developed in this paper. Through optimizing the validity function that indicates the goodness of clustering result, the entire samples are iteratively divided into a number of clusters. Based on the dynamic K-means clustering method and logistic regression, a risk decision-making approach is proposed and applied to China's customs targeting. The empirical results show that the proposed approach improves the accuracy and decreases the risk of inspection decision.
INTRODUCTION
Risk decision-making problems exist widely in public administration, business administration, and engineering management. Traditionally, the expected utility model is a fundamental paradigm for risk decision-making problems [1 -3] . Nevertheless, the rapid growth of data nowadays is changing this paradigm and confronting the decision-makers with new challenges. Therefore, statistical analysis has been employed in risk decision-making, and a number of researches have been carried out. Typical examples are credit scoring and classification [4 -6] , facility maintenance [7] , medical and hospital practice [8, 9] , intermittent demand of spare parts in manufacturing [10, 11] , and emergency response [12, 13] .
Customs targeting, whose major responsibility is to decide whether goods in an import/export declaration should be inspected, is a typical risk decision-making problem. In customs targeting, there are a huge amount of historical observations (samples) stored in the database. Each historical observation represents a declaration of goods, which consists of some attributes and a specific state of nature. One state of nature is that goods match the regulations on customs declaration (this usually means legality), and the other state of nature is that goods do not match the regulations on customs declaration (this usually means smuggling). For a newly encountered declaration of goods, the customs officials do not know exactly whether it is of smuggling before inspection, and they need to estimate its smuggling probability based on the historical observations (samples) in order to select the optimal action (inspection or noinspection). Therefore, statistical analysis can be applied for probability estimation.
For efficient statistical analysis, it is required that the samples are homogeneous or subject to some certain distributions [14] . To ensure the samples' homogeneity, clustering is usually adopted as the preprocessing technique. Through clustering, a data set is partitioned into a number of groups, so that samples in the same group are as similar as possible, and are as dissimilar as possible from the samples in other groups [15] . Smith et al. [16] employ the clustering techniques as the data preprocessing method and apply logistic regression model to estimate the probabilities that policy holders renew and terminate their policies. In electrical load forecasting, Sfetsos [17] proposes a hybrid algorithm in which the K-means clustering is employed to generate clusters of data whose characteristics are similar, so that they could be described by the same linear model. Pavlidis et al. [18] employ the clustering techniques to identify neighbourhoods in the reconstructed state space of the system in one-step prediction for daily foreign exchange spot rate. Hua et al. [14] propose a risk decision-making approach based on K-means clustering and logistic regression for China's customs inspection decision. These researches confirm the effectiveness of clustering for improving the prediction accuracy. However, most of the applied K-means clustering methods are "static", which means that the number of clusters is predefined and constant in the clustering process.
In China's customs administration, declared import/export goods are put into more than eight thousand merchandise categories due to the variety and diversity of import/export trades. Before statistical analysis, goods in these merchandise categories should be clustered into a number of groups in each of which the observations are approximately homogeneous. Nevertheless, when the number of samples is large with severe heterogeneity, conventional K-means clustering method is difficult to apply, or has little effect on improving the results of statistical analysis. For examples, a piece of metal equipment may have a net weight of more than one hundred thousand kilograms, while a lampshade has a unit weight of less than one kilogram; the unit price of diode is less than one dollar, and the unit price of an automatic numerical control system of printing machine is more than one million dollars. Since most samples have a relatively small or medium range of variable values, the conventional K-means clustering techniques will put them into one cluster. In addition, the abnormally large cluster could not be easily divided into smaller sub-clusters by simply increasing the number of clusters. Consequently, the performance of clustering for data preprocessing is hindered.
To deal with this problem, a dynamic K-means clustering method is developed to preprocess the samples before statistical analysis. In comparison with 'static' clustering paradigm, 'dynamic' means that the number of clusters varies according to the optimal validity function in the clustering process. As for the clustering methods with dynamic characteristics, Bhargavi and Gowda [19] develop a clustering validity index to dynamically terminate the clustering process. Benítez et al. [20] propose a dynamic clustering segmentation algorithm to profiling of energy load. Ozturk et al. [21] use the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm to optimize the clustering validity function, without determining the number of clusters in advance. The proposed dynamic K-means clustering method differs from those in the literature in two aspects. First, it searches for the optimal validity function in an iterative manner, and may get a better validity function given a specific number of clusters. Second, it is able to handle samples with severe heterogeneity and various intervals of values, which would be demonstrated in the case study.
In the proposed dynamic K-means clustering method, a validity function is defined to evaluate the performance of clustering result, and the obtained clusters are divided into sub-clusters iteratively according to their intra-cluster characteristics. The main purpose of this method is to optimize the clustering validity function, as well as to deal with the problem that most samples would form into one cluster and significantly impact the clustering result. It has been found that for the same number of clusters obtained, the proposed dynamic K-means clustering method outperforms the conventional K-means clustering method with respect to the optimization of validity function. Therefore, it is effective for preprocessing large amount of samples with severe heterogeneity.
After data preprocessing, we use logistic regression, a well-known statistical analysis technique for estimating the occurrence probability of a state of nature, to predict the occurrence probability of smuggling. Logistic regression is a powerful and time-efficient technique for estimating the probability of occurrence of an event, especially when there are huge amount of data. Also, it is able to handle categorical or nominal attributes, which is quite suitable for our task. Until recently, logistic regression has been widely applied to risk decision-making problems in medical, social and economic researches. For examples, DesJardins [22] proposes a logistic regression model to evaluate the probability that a student enrolls after being accepted. Lowe and Parvar [23] present a logistic regression model for the bid decision process. The empirical results show that the model is effective in predicting bid/no-bid decisions. Pourahmad et al. [24] develop a fuzzy logistic regression model to detect the SLE disease. Lacagnina et al. [25] study a fuzzy model, which is expressed in rule-form, and logistic regression for diagnostic decision making in patients with chronic nasal symptoms. Based on the dynamic K-means clustering method and logistic regression, a risk decision-making approach is proposed and applied to China's customs targeting. The empirical results show that the proposed approach could improve the accuracy and decrease the risk of inspection decision.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed risk decision-making approach based on dynamic K-means clustering and logistic regression is elaborated. Section 3 reports the case study and application results of the proposed approach to China's customs targeting. In the last section, the paper ends with some concluding remarks.
THE RISK DECISION-MAKING APPROACH
In this section, a risk decision making approach based on the dynamic K-means clustering and logistic regression is proposed. The dynamic K-means clustering method is used to divide the samples iteratively into groups, in each of which the samples are approximately homogeneous, and logistic regression is applied to each group of samples to obtain the estimated smuggling probabilities. After the above steps, the risk decision making rule is applied to make the optimal targeting decision. To make the procedures of the proposed risk decision-making approach more clear, we first briefly introduce the conventional K-means clustering and present the validity function.
K-means Clustering and Its Validity Function
K-means clustering is a popular algorithm particularly suited for partitioning large amount of samples [26] . The main process of the K-means clustering includes the following four steps [15] : (1) selection of the initial K centroids. In this step, K samples are often randomly selected as the centroid of K clusters; (2) assignment. In this step, each sample is assigned to the nearest cluster in sequence (the distance is usually measured in Euclidean distance metric). Meanwhile, the centroid of newly changed cluster should be updated; (3) computation of the quality function of clustering; (4) evaluation. If the quality function does not change, stop and output the final clustering results, else go to step (2).
In K-means clustering, an important problem is to determine the number of clusters, which is usually called the cluster validity [27] . In the literature, many cluster validity indexes such as partition coefficient (PC) and partition entropy (PE) [27] , XB index [28] , modified partition coefficient (MPC) [29] , DB index and two of its generalized versions [30] , SC index [31] , Dunn's index [32] , and SV index for crisp clustering and SVF index for fuzzy clustering [33] , have been proposed to determine the optimal number of clusters and evaluate the fitness of partitions produced by clustering algorithm. In this paper, a new validity function for hard K-means clustering is proposed based on the idea of Wu and Yang [34] , in which two main aspects of clustering validity are considered, i.e., compactness of each cluster and separation between clusters. However, in their work, the validity function is for soft K-means clustering. In order to fit it to hard K-means clustering for supervised clustering, the validity function is modified as follows.
Assume the data set S consisting of N samples X 1 , X 2 ,...,X N (class labels are not considered in unsupervised clustering) is partitioned into K clusters C 1 , C 2 ,...,C K The centroids of these clusters are denoted by r 1 , r 2 ,...,r K , in which r
where m k is the number of samples in cluster C k , and X i k , (i = 1, 2,..., m k ) denotes the ith sample that belongs to the cluster C k . The index of compactness of clusters obtained is defined as
In formula (2), the term Intra(k ) represents the relative distance between each sample and the centroid, with respect to the maximal distance between all samples and the centroid, in the kth cluster. It is defined as
Intuitively, a compact cluster requires the term Intra defined in formula (2) to be small. Since 0 < Intra(k ) ≤ 1, it can be easily seen that 0 < Intra ≤ 1 . For clusters with only one sample, we define Intra(k ) = 1 .
For a good clustering result, not only each cluster obtained is compact, but also these clusters are well separated from each other. For this purpose, the index of separation between clusters is defined as follows (4) in which is the average distance between each pair of cluster centroids, and is the average distance of each cluster centroid r k to the centroid of all samples. Apparently, 0 < Inter ≤ 1, and a smaller Inter indicates that clusters obtained are more separated from each other.
The objective of K-means clustering is to find out the optimal K clusters each of which is compact and separated from others. Therefore, the validity function considering both the compactness and separation of clusters is defined as follows (5) in which Intra and Inter are defined in formulas (2) and (4), respectively. Clearly, the smaller the VF (K ) is, the better the clustering results are. , set and , set and , set
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The Dynamic K-means Clustering Method
As described above, due to the outliers and diversity of samples, severe heterogeneity may exist in one or more groups obtained by conventional K-means clustering method. Moreover, this problem could not be solved by simply increasing the value of K. To improve the result of conventional K-means clustering, a dynamic K-means clustering method is developed.
The dynamic clustering is an iterative K-means clustering method. The main difference between dynamic clustering and conventional K-means clustering is that in dynamic clustering, the number of clusters is not constant. In each iteration of the dynamic clustering, the goodness of the kth cluster obtained is evaluated by the index Intra(k ) defined in formula (2) . Since this index represents the compactness of a cluster, it is implied that a cluster with larger Intra(k ) may consist of samples with severe heterogeneity. Therefore, the cluster with 'worst' (largest) Intra(k ) is picked out and divided into sub-clusters iteratively. The main steps of the dynamic K-means clustering method are shown in Fig. (1) .
There are two stages in Algorithm 1. In the first stage (step 1 to 4), samples are divided into K opt clusters by conventional K-means clustering. The maximum K is set to be √N according to Wu and Yang [34] . The second stage (step 5 to 9) is a process of iterative partitioning in order to optimize the validity function. Since the total number of clusters increases in each iteration, the convergence of the algorithm is ensured.
Logistic Regression
Suppose there are N observations and each observation X i , (i = 1, 2,..., N )can be described as
are observed values of attributes (independent variables), and y i ϵ{0,1} is the occurrence of state of nature (target variable). The purpose of logistic regression is to investigate the relationship between the independent variables and target variable. Generally, the logistic regression model for D independent variables x 1 , x 2 ,..., x D can be written as
where α, α 1 , α 2 ,..., α D are regression coefficients. In producing the logistic regression equation, the maximumlikelihood method is commonly used to estimate the coefficients and determine the statistical significance of the variables [35] .
After the establishment of the logistic regression model, it can be utilized to estimate the probability P( y are the estimated coefficients of the logistic regression model.
The Risk Decision-making Approach
After the samples are divided into clusters C 1 , C 2 ,..., C K , relationship between independent variables and target variable in each cluster are modelled by logistic regression. Consequently, the smuggling probabilities of samples could be obtained. As described in Section 1, in China's customs targeting problem, there are two states of nature, one state is legality and the other is smuggling, which means the set of states of nature is Ω = {θ 1 (legality), θ 2 (smuggling )}. For a newly encountered declaration of import/export goods, the customs officials have to make a decision, and the set of actions is A = {a 1 (no − inspection), a 2 (inspection)} . Since they do not know exactly whether a declaration of goods is of smuggling, they can make the inspection decision by a decision rule δ ( p, a) : u, v] means that if E is true then take action a 1 , otherwise take a 2 ), where p = Pr(θ 2 ) is the estimated smuggling probability of the declaration of goods and p is a threshold smuggling probability.
This decision rule indicates that, if p ≤ p, the decision-maker predicts that the state of θ 1 would occur, and then he/she takes action a 1 ; on the contrary, if p > p , the decision-maker predicts that the state of θ 2 would occur and then takes action a 2 .
Two critical parameters of the above decision rule is the estimated smuggling probability p = Pr(θ 2 ) of the declaration of goods and the threshold smuggling probability p. Reasonably, the newly encountered declared goods should be assigned to a specific cluster first, and then the logistic regression model in the cluster is used to estimate the probability of smuggling. Assume that the newly encountered declaration of goods is assigned to cluster C k , the empirical risk of inspection decision in cluster C k is
(8)
where n k is the number of historical observations in cluster C k , p k is the threshold probability in cluster C k , and y i is the occurrence of smuggling ( y i = 1 means smuggling and y i = 0 means not smuggling). To minimize the empirical risk of inspection decision, the threshold probability p k , (k = 1, 2,..., K) is determined by
(9)
To sum up, the main procedure of the risk decision making rule (Decision Making Rule-I, DMR-I) is shown in Fig.  (2) . In the application to China's customs targeting problem, the risk decision-making approach could be summarized as follows. Historical observations are divided into a number of clusters by using the dynamic K-means clustering method, and the relationship between the occurrence probabilities of smuggling and the attributes of observations is modelled by logistic regression in each cluster. After the estimated smuggling probabilities are obtained, a threshold probability is determined such that the empirical error is minimized. Given a newly encountered declaration of goods whose state of smuggling is unknown, it is first assigned to a cluster, and then the probability of smuggling is estimated by the logistic regression model. By comparing the estimated probability of smuggling with the threshold probability in this cluster, the state of smuggling is predicted and consequently, an action is suggested.
Due to the time and resource constraints on decision's execution, declared goods with smuggling probabilities larger than the threshold probability in some clusters may not be totally inspected. As a matter of fact, most customs are only able to inspect a maximum of 5% of declared goods. To make the decision rule applicable in such situations, the DMR-I Step n K
Step C k K iii) if , take inspection action on the .
is modified and an alternative decision making rule (Decision Making Rule-II, DMR-II) is developed as follows. Denote by max_ per the maximum percentage of goods that the customs official could inspect within their execution time and ability. If in cluster C k , which means the number of goods suggested to be inspected is larger than the maximum capacity of inspection, the declared goods with highest smuggling probabilities are suggested to be inspected within the capacity of inspection.
CASE STUDY
In this section, we report the case study and results. The description of data is presented first, followed by variable selection for clustering and logistic regression. To illustrate the characteristics of the samples, we apply conventional Kmeans clustering and the proposed dynamic K-means clustering algorithm to them. In the end, we compare the results of different decision-making approach using different clusters algorithms.
Data Description
The data set used in case study is collected from the database of one local customs in China during on year. The number of observations in the data set is 300,825. For each sample indicating a declaration of import/export goods in the data set, there are one label that indicates whether it is of smuggling and more than 30 attributes such as transportation mode of goods, delayed days of declaration, quantity, net weight, declared unit price of goods, et al.
For the performance evaluation, cross validation is often used to obtain robust and consistent predictions [36] . In this procedure, a data set is randomly partitioned into two subsets: a training data set and a testing data set. The training data set is used to construct the prediction models, and the testing data set is used to evaluate their performance. In this study, the data set consists of 200,000 observations from the first eight months is used as the training data set, and the remaining 100,825 observations are used as the testing data set. In both training and testing data sets, the smuggling ratio (number of smuggling goods/total number of goods) is about 5%. Since the customs aim to inspect more smuggling goods out of a small proportion of declared goods, the hit ratio is used to evaluate the performance of risk decision-making approach, which is defined as Clearly, a higher hit ratio, which means more smuggling declared goods are caught within a given number of inspected goods, indicates a better decision-making result.
Variables Selection in Clustering and Logistic Regression
In order to apply clustering method to the data set for preprocessing, variables (attributes) used for clustering should be first selected. Recall that the aim of clustering is to group the large amount of declared goods into a number of clusters so that samples in each cluster are approximately homogeneous. By discussing with the officials of China's customs, eight variables that represent the similarity of declaration of import/export goods are selected for clustering. These variables are described in Table 1 . For logistic regression that estimates the empirical smuggling probabilities of goods, the target variable is the state of smuggling or not, which means that the variable is binary with the value 1 or 0, and the independent variables are a , hit ratio = number of smuggling goods caught by the decision rule . number of goods that are suggested to be inspected
number of attributes of goods. Based on custom officials' experience, we select thirteen independent variables indicative of the smuggling probability of goods. These variables are shown in Table 2 . 
The Characteristics of Data
Due to the variety and diversity of export/import trades in China, the values of variables selected for clustering have abnormally large ranges. For example, the values of variable VNW (ratio of value to net weight of goods) and QNW (Ratio of quantity to net weight of goods) range from less than one to more than a million. Tables 3 and 4 report the percentage of observations that lie in each interval of log 10 (VNW) and log 10 (QNW), respectively. It can be observed from Table 3 and 4 that most values of the variables VNW and QNW lie in the interval (0,100), and a small number of values are more than a million. As pointed out by Xu et al. [37] , there is dead-unit problem in the method of conventional K-mean clustering. That is, if some units are initialized far away from the input data set in comparison with other units, they then immediately become dead without learning chance any more in the whole learning process. Therefore, in K-means clustering, those samples with abnormally large variable values would make a large number of samples with relatively small or medium values clustered into one large group. Consequently, statistical analysis would be hindered due to the heterogeneity among the samples.
In order to investigate the impact of the abnormally large variable values on the clustering results, conventional Kmeans clustering method is used to divide the data set into clusters. To determine the optimal cluster number, we first calculate the validity function values for different K. As suggested in Wu and Yang [34] , the range of K is set to vary from 2 to √N (N is the total number of samples). The values of VF (K ) corresponding to each K are shown in Fig. (3) (we omit the values of VF (K ) for K>20 because those values are all larger than 0.10).
It can be observed from Fig. (3) that K=4 is the optimal cluster number with the smallest function value 0.082. The result of K-means clustering with K=4 is shown in Table 5 . Table 5 illustrates that more than 85 percent of the samples are clustered into one group, which means that there may be severe heterogeneity in this group. In the application of the K-means clustering method, it has been found that as the K turned larger, number of samples in the abnormally large group did not change significantly, while many clusters became very small with only a few samples, which would make statistical analysis insufficient because of the lack of samples. For example, parts of the clustering results of K=20 and K=50 are shown in Table 6 . It can be observed from Table 6 that increasing K is not an efficient way to improve the clustering result significantly. In order to get relatively equal-size groups in each of which the samples are approximately homogeneous, a more sophisticated clustering method for data preprocessing is needed in China's customs targeting problem. Alternatively, we apply the proposed dynamic K-means clustering method to the training data set. The values of validity function corresponding to different K are shown in Fig. (4) . It can be observed from Fig. (4) that VF (K ) is minimized when K=13, which indicates the clustering result obtained in the iteration corresponding to K=13 is optimal. The clustering result is summarized in Table 7 .
It can be observed from Table 7 that the data set could be divided into more clusters with approximately equal sizes by the proposed dynamic K-means clustering method. In order to investigate the validity of results obtained by the dynamic K-means clustering, we compare the values of validity function for K ϵ [8, 20] in conventional K-means clustering and dynamic K-means clustering, as shown in Fig. (5) . By comparing VF (K) of conventional K-means clustering to that of the dynamic K-means clustering shown in Fig.  (5) , it can be concluded that for the same cluster number, the dynamic K-means clustering method delivers better clustering result with smaller value of validity function. Therefore, the clusters obtained are more compact and separated from each other. Consequently, the heterogeneity may be reduced in these clusters. 
Application of the Proposed Risk Decision-making Approach
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed risk decision-making approach for customs targeting, three different experiments are conducted for comparisons. In the first experiment, logistic regression is directly applied to the calibration data set and validation data set without any preprocessing. In the second experiment, DMR-I and DMR-II are applied, but the conventional K-means clustering instead of the dynamic K-means clustering is utilized for preprocessing. In the third experiment, DMR-I and DMR-II are applied.
By using SAS System for Windows 9.0 to execute the clustering methods and logistic regression, the computational results of the three experiments are shown in Table 8 . It is noteworthy that the robustness of the k-means clustering algorithm is affected by the initial set of centroids as well as the number of iterations [38] . However, since we focus on developing a dynamic clustering algorithm suitable for partitioning large amount of data and improving the accuracy of risk decision-making, we ignore the issues of initial set of centroids and the number of iterations, simply adopting the default setting in the SAS system. It can be observed from Table 8 that the accuracy of inspection decision in the 3 rd experiment is the best, which indicates that the dynamic K-means clustering method is effective in preprocessing data sets that contain a large variety of observations with severe heterogeneity. This is favourable for customs administration, whose purpose is to inspect as more smuggling goods as possible given a limited inspection capacity (about 5% of the total import/export goods).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a dynamic K-means clustering method has been developed and used as the preprocessing technique for statistical analysis in China's customs targeting problem. The dynamic K-means clustering is an iterative K-means clustering method whose purpose is to reduce the heterogeneity existing in the samples and consequently, improve the performance of clustering. Compared with conventional K-means clustering, the number of clusters varies according to the characteristics of the current clustering result in dynamic K-means clustering. Consequently, the data set is divided into approximately equal-size clusters, each of which is more compact and separated from others. Based on the dynamic K-means clustering method and logistic regression, a risk decision making approach is proposed. Application results to China's customs targeting problem indicates that the proposed risk decision making approach is effective in improving the accuracy of customs targeting.
The limitations and weakness of our study are that it does not take the accumulation of new-arrived data into consideration and update the decision-making model, and the feature selection for both clustering and logistic regression are arbitrary. Therefore, this study can be further extended along the following two lines. First, as more and more samples (declarations of import/export good) are accumulated as a data stream, the ability of incremental and online learning has become important for accurate and efficient decision-making. Second, optimal set of attributes for logistic regression may be different in the obtained clusters. It is promising to refine the set of attributes used for logistic regression based on the characteristics of samples in each cluster.
